Hi Kate,
Reference, as requested:
“From the moment we were introduced to Kate we knew that we had found the
French Bulldog breeder of choice in South Africa. Her dogs are happy, healthy
and spirited. The dogs live as part of the family and the pups are supervised and
cared for around the clock, never being leE alone. Kate is a concerned, involved
breeder and during the wait for our pups (Amour & La Vie) she kept us up to
date on a daily basis with photographs and videos of the babies. Kate places
huge focus on the integrity of the breed and is knowledgeable on all aspects of
FB care, parKcularly nutriKon. The aforemenKoned factors were so important to
us as unfortunately we speak from experience of other breeders who lack these
qualiKes. We lost our 2 ½ year old FB male following a relaKvely simple surgical
procedure. His breeding defects were the predominant cause of his passing. We
would recommend Kate and her beauKful Frenchie’s to any prospecKve parent.”
Roger & Diane, Cape Town.

We have nothing but praise for Kate and what she does.
Her love, care and dedicaKon to her dogs is endless.
In our own experience the Frenchies we have from Kate are full of personality,
loving and healthy. Kate takes great care in ensuring that all her Frenchies go to
the right home and the right owners and because of this we are lucky enough to
have goUen two Frenchies wonderful Frenchies in the last year from Kate.
Kate goes the extra mile with her dogs and their new families to ensure all is
perfect, to us this is why she is the best at what she does!
With love and graKtude
Jessica, Tanya and Ashley Ellington

I would like to thank you so much for leYng me have the opportunity of owning
one of your lovely Frenchies.
As you know I was looking for 2 years for a Frenchie.
When I came to see you and also to see how the pups were raised and what the
condiKons that the were being kept in.
I was very pleasantly surprised as that was the kind of environment that I
wanted my pup to be brought up in. Being inside the house not like other
Breeders that have their dogs/pups outside.
They had the best of everything special room in the house, clean bedding, lamps
to keep them warm, fed the best food. Mom was in excellent condiKoner and
content. They even had a person siYng with them 24/7 to make sure all was
well.
Also when my liUle girl arrived she was conﬁdent, used to being inside the house
and not at all nervous a very well balanced pup which all stems down to how she
was raised.
Kate keep up the great work and I cant wait to get my next pup from you.
Regards.
Barbra Tyler

To whom it may concern:
We looked for a Frenchie for more than a year and were told If we want a proper
frenchie breeder, we should talk to Kate.
Her puppies are looked aEer and cared for around the clock. She takes the utmost
care with the placing of her puppies
ProspecKve puppy parents are properly veUed to make sure that the puppies go to
the right parents.
It is an honour and a privilege to own a Frenchie from Kate and I would not hesitate
in recommending any prospecKve Frenchie parent to Kate and her beauKful
Frenchie’s.
Best
Peter & Hannelie Gagiano, Cape Town.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
To any prospecKve French bulldog owners, you can’t do any beUer than Kate for
a breeder and her puppies for a new family member.
AEer the birth of Harley-Quinn, Kate gave us daily updates of her progress and
many pictures of our pup which made us feel like we were right there watching
her.
We visited Kate to meet our liUle girl and I was amazed at how well all the pups
and their mom were taken care of. The mom had her own carer which kept an
eye on both her and the pups day in and day out.
I understand now why all the pups seemed so happy and conﬁdant. They
received only the best care and food.
When we ﬁnally got to take Harley-Quinn home, Kate helped us repeatedly with
all our quesKons and checked in regularly at how we’ve adjusted to life with our
new liUle girl.
And Harley-Quinn? Well, needless to say she is the most beauKful, well behaved,
loving Frenchie you will ever meet. Would we want another Frenchie?
Absolutely! We were introduced to this breed by Kate and we have not looked
back since.
Our whole experience from beginning to end has been phenomenal.
Kind regards

JUSTINE WARD
Audit Manager
jusBne@hgca.co.za

Hi Kate
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to become a French Bulldog owner.
I have never been a puppy owner. So this whole journey was new to me, I was
very nervous ! From the Kme we met when you tried to re-home Jean Luk I fell in
love with the Breed, when Lukie passed on our hearts were broken
As he leE a huge gap in our lives, with his comic ways and great personality
When you informed us that your Babies will be expecKng, I was so very excited
As this gave us an opportunity to have a new baby in our family
Since I heard so many horror stories of breeders, I feel it my duty to write you
this leUer and share my experiences
From the Kme were able to conﬁrm there was life and vet was able to idenKfy
the number of heart beats
You kept us well informed of O La La condiKon, the Kmes she went to vet and the
weekly prognosis. I felt like a surrogate mother
When the day arrived, you shared the preparaKons with us
And the day our boy was born you share the theatre pics, how they were being
cleaned up
I arrived at your home expected and unexpectedly, to see my baby
And at all Kmes your girls were kept in good saniKsed condiKons
The babies were always clean, you places never smells of pee or poop
I seen how their food been prepared, how you gradually introduced solids to
puppies, slowly and some were hand feed
They are picked up and called by their names – awesome
Closer to the 8 weeks, you suggested we bring a blanket for the family to share
and when the day arrived to us to come and fetch our liUle man
He was not stressed at all, as he was close to family smell
He never once cried or showed signs of separaKon anxiety
He was house trained on newspapers, so when there was a need he headed for
the papers
We now have him for a month and he eats well, is well socialised and has
bonded well with my 3 other Boston Terriers
I have taken him to our vet and he has been micro chipped and had an
inoculaKons and he been given a good bill of health
Strong legs , good skin well-proporKoned head vs body

So in a nut shell Kate job well done, I happy to recommend you as a breeder
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